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This book is dedicated to Lewis Carrol and John Tennil - for 

pathing the path, before there was a yellow brick road.
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I started drawing when I was a little girl, 

my passion was to reproduce characters 

from my favorite cartoon and fairy books. 

After high school I decided to start getting 

in a more professional way with my love 

for fine arts so, I studied Painting and Visual 

Arts at Fine Arts College in Naples, Italy, 

where I graduated in 2008 with a thesis 

on Pop Art and the neo-Pop movement. 

While finishing my college studies I made 

a specialization in Illustration at the Italian 

School of Comics, in Naples.

I have been part of several collective  

exhibitions in my city and I’m working  

as a free lance illustrator and publishing  

for little and independent editors.

My inspiration comes from almost  

everything that is involved in modern 

pop-culture and that falls in the vast  

field of “art” and “visual art” nowadays: 

it can be music, photography, magazine, 

fashion editorials, books, cinema, adverts... 

almost everything. 

Also, I find inspiration from the invisible 

world of feelings, unconscious, fears  

and obsessions.

I like to take images and “re-look” at  

them through my eyes and re-create  

them, often turning them into something 

else. My primary goal is to make some-

thing beautiful but not in a calm and  

 

secure way, mostly in a raw and more  

intense/passionate fashion.  More dionisiac.

My research for a form of beauty also  

reflects, in some ways, this current idea  

of the importance of having a personal 

self-image, and that eternal research for 

perfection that is so alienating, dumbing, 

scary but still morbidly fascinating, and  

impossible to escape, in our modern  

society and culture.

rosaria battiloro
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Growing up around one of the most  
historically rich cultures inspired Alex  
to one day be able to set his mark on the 
world. He had dreams of creating a master 
piece that would last through the ages.  
He moved to Canada at the age of seven 
and was exposed to yet another world.  
His eyes where opened when he began  
to notice that art was around him  
everywhere. From building fronts, comic 
books, magazines, CD covers, to movie 
posters he saw a world where his found 
talent could grow and become a dream 
come true. He once again moved and 
finally ended up in Michigan where he 
impressed the art teachers and created 6 
murals for Eisenhower High School, rep-
resenting the class of 2000 which to  
 

this day decorate the halls of the school 
displayed with pride.

Feeling stuck in his progress Alex laid his 
pencil to rest for a few years and pursued 
architecture as advised by his councilor. 
Feeling like it was a mistake after a few 
years in the field Alex decided that taking 
a few classes again would inspire him 
to once again to find something to be 
passionate about. While attending college 
pursuing photography he accidentally 
stumbled across a young instructor in  
one of his required classes that realized 
that with the right guidance and effort 
Alex could once again follow his dream, 
push his own artwork and one day work 
in the illustration industry. 

 

Alex inspired once again, finished college 
following his dream and now with a  
degree in Illustration for Advertising and 
second in Digital Design & Layout he 
set new standards in every class he took 
impressing all of his instructors. Showing 
such promise, most of his instructors set 
time aside for private studies to further 
push Alex to create some layouts and 
artwork that are still used as examples  
of what to strive for in his college.

Today Alex is an official Star Wars artist 
and has worked for many companies like 
Lucas Film LTD, New line Cinema, NBC, 
Topps, WarSport International, Inc. and 
more. His projects have involved official 
artwork for Lord of The Rings, Indiana 
Jones, Heroes, Star Wars, Clone Wars, 
StarWars.com amongst a few. 

alex buechel
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Busch has made a career out of tapping 
into every expressive art imaginable,  
surprising even his die-hard fans with 
what he’ll do next.

Here you can see his vibrant vision of a 
more adult Alice in Wonderland. “I love 
the idea that this fantasy connects with 
children and adults alike,” claims Busch, 
“so I decided to put a playful pin-up  
spin on it.”

In the early 90’s, Busch began his career 
in Hollywood, working in every aspect of 
the movie business, from concept design 
and storyboarding to poster design in 
advertising. Simultaneously, he began  
illustrating books, magazines, posters,  
 

comics and toys for notable pop culture 
properties, including Lord Of  The Rings, 
Indiana Jones, The Crow, G.I. Joe, The 
Hulk, Battlestar Galactica, The Mummy 
and Star Trek.

Busch has also written and illustrated  
dozens of STAR WARS books, posters, 
and any other product you can think 
of. He provided nearly 400 drawings 
and paintings for the book YOU CAN 
DRAW STAR WARS. Busch then  
extended his own unique tutorials to vid-
eo, with exciting (and hilarious) seasons 
collected onto limited edition DVDs.

The first hardcover collection of his work, 
“FANTASTIC VISIONS: The Art of Matt 
Busch” was Published by Avatar. 

SQP Publishing later released a follow-up 
hardcover collection titled “PUCKER: 
The Seductive Art of Matt Busch.” Last 
year Hermes Press published the quintes-
sential collection, “THE WORLDS OF 
MATT BUSCH.”

Busch now resides in a multiple-facility 
home in Macomb Township, Michigan, 
complete with an art studio, digital editing 
suite, recording studio, product warehouse, 
and even a mini movie theater. However, 
Busch also spends a great deal of time on 
the road, and his most recent documentary 
collecting his travel adventures from around 
the world, ILLUSTRATION NATION, 
has just been released on DVD.

matt busch
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Born and raised in a small town in 

southeast Michigan. Matt began sketch-

ing and drawing at a very young age. 

His inspiration came from comics and 

movies geared toward sci-fi and horror. 

His current influences include bizarre 

electronic music, medical books, and the 

many talented artists around him. 

matt clark
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‘Twas brillig, and the slithy toves 

Did gyre and gimble in the wabe; 

All mimsy were the borogoves, 

And the mome raths outgrabe.

“Beware the Jabberwock, my son! 

The jaws that bite, the claws that catch! 

Beware the Jubjub bird, and shun 

The frumious Bandersnatch!”

He took his vorpal sword in hand: 

Long time the manxome foe he sought— 

So rested he by the Tumtum tree, 

And stood awhile in thought.

And as in uffish thought he stood, 

The Jabberwock, with eyes of flame, 

Came whiffling through the tulgey wood, 

And burbled as it came!

One, two! One, two! and through and through 

The vorpal blade went snicker-snack! 

He left it dead, and with its head 

He went galumphing back.

“And hast thou slain the Jabberwock? 

Come to my arms, my beamish boy! 

O frabjous day! Callooh! Callay!” 

He chortled in his joy.

‘Twas brillig, and the slithy toves 

Did gyre and gimble in the wabe; 

All mimsy were the borogoves, 

And the mome raths outgrabe.

jabberwocky
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Michael “Locoduck” Duron has been 

drawing since the day he emerged from 

womb with pencil in hand. Having  

been influenced by both comics and 

cartoons, his love of the hand drawn  

art form has led him to work on various 

properties from Star Wars and Indiana 

Jones for Topps, and Marvel heroes for 

Upperdeck. In addition to his many 

freelance and personal works, he spends 

many hours caricaturing guests at  

Walt Disney World in Orlando, Florida. 

Aside from drawing his two biggest loves 

are his little girls Hailey and Maya. 

The thought of a massive caterpil-

lar blowing smoke in your face really 

pushed me to follow through on this 

piece. I decided to go with a more 

flamboyant version of him since the 

personality tended to remind me of a 

know-it-all drag queen. I can almost 

hear him saying, “Mmmmm, no you 

didn’t girl.”

michael duron
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Julie Dillon is an American artist, born  

in 1982, and currently as a freelance  

illustrator. She graduated with a Bachelor 

in Fine Arts from the California State 

University, Sacramento and continued 

her studies at the Academy of Art  

University and various workshops.

Julie has enjoyed creating for as long as 

she can remember. Her love for draw-

ing was always strong, but was seen as 

something to do in her spare time rather 

than something to build a career upon. 

It wasn’t until her early twenties that she 

realized that she had the potential and 

skill to earn a living from her work. 

Julie may have had a late start, but  

she has acquired a very diverse and 

prestigious client list including: Wizards 

of the Coast, Roto Studio, Paizo  

Publishing, Black Phoenix Alchemy Lab, 

Volta Creations, Fantasy Flight Games, 

Fantasist Enterprises, and Orson Scott 

Card’s Intergalactic Medicine Show.

julie dillon
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The queen of hearts

She made some tar ts, 

   All on a summer’s day

The knave of Hearts

He stole those tar ts 

   And with them ran away:

The king of hearts

Call’d for those tar ts, 

   And beat the knave full sore;

The knave of hearts

Brought back those tar ts 

   And said he’ll ne’er steal more.

the queen of hearts
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I currently work as a game developer/ 

game artist in 2d and 3rd category.  

But years went by before I became 

what I am now... I was a frustrated 

comic book artist. I came to love  

comic book art since I flipped the 

pages of Jim lee’s X-MEN 1... from 

then on I knew I would be an artist,  

I don’t really know what kind but I  

do know I wanted to draw! 

I then took up fine arts class that really 

honed my skills, combined styles and 

developed new ones. Then I ended  

up in jobs that really helped me learn 

more to be proficient on different  

styles and genres. 

Right now, I try to develop new skills 

both in traditional and digital. I still  

do draw comic book stylized pieces 

whenever I have time for myself or 

sometimes I paint on Photoshop  

whenever I feel inspired. So now I  

present to you my newest digital piece 

of my interpretation of Alice In Won-

derland. I tried to combine my comic 

stylized characters in digitally painted 

approach. I do hope you liked it as  

I enjoyed working on it.

allen geneta
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This has made the characters all the 

more appealing to me. 

What really took a hold on me as a 

young boy, was not only the surreal-

ism of the world that Alice entered, but 

the manipulation that she so seemingly 

had to endure. At the time, it was most 

frustrating for me, as the feelings of 

hopelessness and the complex nature  

of manipulation were very new issues 

for me to struggle with

And of course, the sheer nonsense of it 

all is just something that is most fun for 

any reader. 

Recently, I have learned that the char-

acter of the Mad Hatter was based on 

a man named Theophius Carter, who 

was this eccentric inventor and furniture 

dealer that Carroll knew. Apparently,  

he had shown an invention of his at a 

fair in England that was a bed/alarm 

clock combination that would rang in 

the morning and tilted the bed so that 

the sleeper slid into a tub of water for 

the morning bath. The original Tenniel  

illustrations of the Mad Hatter are said 

to resemble Carter. 

For one of my illustrations shown here  

I have chosen to represent the Mad  

Hatter in a doorway, perhaps, an 

entrance to a surreal furniture shop, 

beckoning you, the viewer, to a tea party 

of sorts. Complete with an alarm clock 

and door-mouse, of course.

I have never liked the childish drug  

related comparisons that Alice has  

endured over the past decades, that  

I think that the drug culture of the 

1960’s tried to find relevance in and 

made popular. Yes, she drinks the liquids 

and whatnot, but I have never seen 

that as the focal point. There’s more of 

a sexual undertone with these stories, 

if anything, as was the case in so many 

prudent Victorian era tales. 

What was really implied by Carroll? 

Who knows, but it is certainly worth-

while to investigate and be inspired  

by. I find that these stories have a new 

layer to explore with each reading.  

The surrealism, imagery, and nonsense 

are all what makes Alice’s wonderland 

appealing to me.

I can’t recall my first encounter with Alice, 

as it was probably very early in life, as it 

was with so many throughout the many 

generations since the books were first  

published. It’s almost as if I were born  

with these characters already imprinted  

in my psyche. However, I’m most certain 

that seeing John Tenniel’s fabulous illustra-

tions and first viewing the ever popular 

animated movie came about at the same 

time. In both cases, the characters drew 

me in with their odd shapes and menacing 

grins and demeanor. Little did I know at 

the time that a lot of the characters in the 

Alice books were based on actual people 

in Lewis Carroll’s life and times. 

bruce gerlach
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J(ay) has worked on an assortment of 

Sketch Card projects while still not 

coming up with a website of his own. 

j(ay)
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Veronica Jaczkowski has been a lover 

of all art forms since her early child-

hood. She started playing the flute, 

saxophone, and guitar at an early age.  

She exhibited a wonderful talent for 

drawing and painting in high school. 

Excelling further on her path of  

becoming an artist, she has completed 

a degree in Media Communications  

at Macomb College and has earned 

certificates in art for advertising, 

graphic design, photography, and web 

design. She is attending Rochester 

College working on a Bachelors in 

Mass Communication. She works as 

a graphic designer and owns her own 

business painting portraits of people 

and pets. Giving those people a piece 

of personalized artwork they can  

cherish forever.

Veronica lives in the small village  

of Romeo, Michigan. She enjoys 

spending time with her family and 

friends, attending concerts year round, 

the great outdoors, listening to all  

types of music, cooking and painting.

veronica jaczkowski
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“Fury said to 
a mouse, That 
        he met 
          in the 
           house, 
            ‘Let us 
         both go
       to law: 
     I will
  prosecute 
you.—
   Come, I’ll 
      take no
          denial;
              We must 
                 have a 
                    trial: 
                      For 
                really 
             this 
               morning
                     I’ve 
               nothing 
            to do.’ 
       Said the 
  mouse to 
the cur, 
    ‘Such a 
        trial, 
     dear sir,
   With no 
  jury or 
judge, 
  would be 
      wasting 
         our breath.’ 
             ‘I’ll be 
            judge,
         I’ll be   

       jury,’

   Said 

cunning
   old Fury; 
       ‘I’ll try 
the whole 
         cause, 
                and

             condemn 

          you 

         to 

           death.’ “

a mouse’s tale
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A budding artist who enjoys working 

with numerous mediums including 

pencil, acrylic,watercolor, and markers. 

Still in the process of finishing her stud-

ies, she takes time to work at a popular 

vacation attraction in Florida teaching 

visitors how to draw various characters.

I have always loved drawing and have 

been blessed with the talent and the 

guidance of gifted mentors who have 

helped me pursue my dream. As I have 

grown as an artist, the mediums I work 

with have expanded. I never thought 

that I would enjoy using acrylic paint 

but chose this medium for this book. 

For my illustration, I chose a scene from 

the beginning of the novel Alice in 

Wonderland, in which Alice is peering 

through the doorway into the garden. I 

chose this scene because it stood vividly 

in my mind. It is very exciting to work 

on an endeavor such as this with other 

artists. I also have done pencil drawings 

of characters from popular fantasy and 

science fiction films.

rachel kaiser
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Retail manager by day, Comic Book 

artist by night. Kevin is working on  

his own comic “Seeing is Believing” 

and is hoping to have it self-published 

this year. 

kevin meinert
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Bill Pulkovski began drawing at an early 

age as a way of personally connecting 

with the vivid world around him. 

Growing up on the urban streets of 

Detroit, he was surrounded by a diverse 

environment and eclectic cultures.

Influences of comic books, music and 

film began to shape his young mind and 

artwork. Armed with a degree in Art for 

Advertising from Macomb College, his 

work is now rooted in realism and taps 

into both the heart and fringes of popular 

culture to reflect expressive color, arrest-

ing composition and an exciting energy.

Today, Bill Pulkovski is an entertainment 

illustrator and designer. His work can 

be found in comic books, trading cards, 

prints and film. He has worked for Lucas 

Film LTD., Topps, Paramount Pictures, 

Dynamite Entertainment, Dynamic 

Forces, Breygent Marketing, Shot in  

The Dark Comics, Factory Entertainment 

and AMC. Pulkovski has illustrated many 

properties such as Star Wars, Star Gate, 

The Prisoner, Betty Boop, Mighty Mouse, 

King Kong, Jimmy Hendrix, Dracula,  

The Black Terror and Mr. Monster.

Home is in a small suburb of Detroit, 

Michigan, where he lives with his wife, 

Sara and two daughters, Annabel and 

Sophia. He enjoys fishing, reading,  

film, cooking, doodling, the out doors  

and sports.

bill pulkovski
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Jay Shimko has loved to draw for as 

long as he can remember. His fascina-

tion with comic books and Saturday 

morning cartoons fueled a need to 

create, and he has been drawing or doo-

dling ever since the first time he picked 

up a pencil. Jay has kept his passion alive 

by studying art throughout high-school 

and graphic arts at Macomb Commu-

nity College.  His works are based on 

characters from many sources, especially 

science fiction and fantasy. His portfolio 

was kicked into high gear when he 

met local artists Matt Busch and Alex 

Beuchel at Motor City Comicon. Jay 

lives with his wife Lisa and dog Macy in 

suburban Detroit. In addition to art, Jay 

enjoys Airsoft, costume and prop  

building, video games, poker, spending 

time with family and friends, and is  

a active member of the 501st Legion  

of Stormtroopers.

jay shimko
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In 1865 Tenniel illustrated the first  

edition of Alice in Wonderland. The first 

print run of 2,000 was shelved because 

Tenniel objected to the print quality;  

a new edition, released in December  

of the same year but carrying an 1866  

date, was quickly printed and became  

an instant best-seller, securing Tenniel’s 

lasting fame in the process. His illustra-

tions for both books have taken their 

place among the most famous literary 

illustrations ever made. They were used 

as a model for the costumes in Para-

mount Pictures’ Alice in Wonderland.

Tenniel’s illustrations for the ‘Alice’ books 

were engraved onto blocks of wood, to 

be printed in the woodcut process. 

The original wood blocks are now in 

the collection of the Bodleian Library  

in Oxford. They are not usually on pub-

lic display, but were exhibited in 2003.

In his career Tenniel contributed 

around 2,300 cartoons, innumerable 

minor drawings, double-page cartoons 

for Punch’s Almanac and other special 

numbers, and 250 designs for Punch’s 

Pocket-books. By 1885 he was earning 

a $7,000 annual salary for his weekly 

Punch cartoon the equivalent of more 

than $165,000 today. 

john tenniel
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After returning from a ten year hiatus 

from his career in art, Scott has returned 

to the scene with a newly fueled pas-

sion to take his career to the next level.  

Scott now focuses much of his attention 

on his company, “Studio Three16”, 

where he creates Christian inspired 

works – but also likes to flex his creative 

talents through Star Wars, Super Heroes, 

and other sci-fi/fantasy universes. Scott 

had previously worked for a Michigan 

based animation company where he 

was the lead animator on projects for 

franchises like the Detroit Pistons and 

Six Flags.

scott zambelli
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Rosaria Battiloro

l ife_on_mars@virgil io.it 

www.nachan.deviantar t.com

Alex Buechel

miridiusar t@yahoo.com 

www.alexbuechel.com

Matt Busch

Matt@MattBusch.com 

www.MattBusch.com

Matt Clark

nineheadednaga@hotmail.com 

www.MattClark.carbonmade.com

Julie Dillon

jdil lon82@gmail.com 

www.jdil lon82.deviantar t.com

Allen Geneta

allentotingski@yahoo.com

Bruce Gerlach

madplanet@sbcglobal.net 

www.tattooed-sky.blogspot.com

j(ay)

jtraci@yahoo.com 

www.10th-letter.deviantar t.com

Veronica Jaczkowski

vronka@comcast.net 

www.ar tbyv.carbonmade.com

Rachel Kaiser

rachelmkaiser@aol.com

Kevin E. Meiner t

kevinemeiner t@hotmail.com 

www.kevinemeiner t.deviantar t.com

Bill Pulkovski 

bpulkovski@hotmail.co 

www.BillPulkovski.com

Jay Shimko 

jayyy9@aol.com  

www.JayShimko.com

Avey star 

avey_star@hotmail.com  

www.starsunicornsandsunsets.

blogspot.com/

Scott Zambelli

Scott@Zambelli.comcastbiz.net  

www.studiothree16.com

artist contacts

Avey is a fashion photographer in Madrid. 

She really dig stars, unicorns and sunsets. 

See for yourselves”

avey star



The Looking Glass is a collection of art inspired by Alice in 

Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass. With over 30 il-

lustrations by 17 talented artists, this book is an explosion 

of vivid color and striking imagery. Gaze as each artist guides 

you down the rabbit hole and through their whimsical visions 

of wonderland. Read small biographies on all the contributing 

artists and find out what makes them tick. Will you be able to 

answer “Why is a raven like a writing desk?” You may just find 

that answer in... The Looking Glass. 


